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About Us

Our vision is to grow up as a family and as a
Company

Diginov Team

www.diginov.tech

Digital Innovation is established by a

group of ambitious youth, with local

national expertise, to assist in the

transfer of knowledge and adopting

best practices in the fields of

technology, Digital Transformation &

Automation, security, professional

practice, R&D and applied sciences as

well as to provide solutions and

applications including IoT (internet of

things).

Last but not least, we have the capacity

and expertise to be the system

integrator for innovative shared

government services.
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Our Services

Our R&D team works on

exploring new ideas,

designing concepts,

optimizing, real world

simulations, &

implementing.

Robotic

Our main focus when it

comes to mobile is to

provide robustness and

tolerance to

applications.

Mobile

Our work is user-centric.

We identify objectives,

resources, and risks; then

we build solutions based

on them.

ERP

BI encompasses a wide

variety of tools,

applications and

methodologies that

enable organizations to

collect data from

internal systems and

external sources; prepare

it for analysis

BI

What could be more

important

than responsive and lig

htweb apps that can

looks perfect on all

browsers.

Web

www.diginov.tech
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Implement
We help our clients in implementing solutions into their existing 

systems. It guarantees a homogeneous functioning between 

different system components

Test & Quality
the process of evaluating a system or its component(s) with the 

intent to find whether it satisfies the specified requirements or 

not.

Support
We give support regarding our solutions. We upgrade in 

regards to the change in our clients systems.

Design
We work on understanding the project and then design the 

concept, the interface, the interaction, and the architecture 

of the product.

Develop
After the design process, we start working on code, testing 

and debugging.

Maintenance
we ensure the maintenance of our projects after delivery

How We Do It

www.diginov.tech
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Drupal / Python

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

Activity

Team

Project

Employment & Training Offer

Development of the company website that includes:

Testimony

References

Subject1 : Company Website 

and its subsidiary

Vision

ChatBot Integration

www.diginov.tech

This  Website will be a Marketing tools to present the company’s activity & team.

The Website need to adapt the graphical chart of the company. 

The candidate need to have strong Knowledge in front End and CMS technologies

to create an innovative & Challenging Website.

Job Description:
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Create Support Type

When Mail is sent to one of those address, it will automatically create a 

ticket number, the mail content will be displayed on Ticket.

User can track History of Ticket

Relate address mail to support Type

Subject 2 : Help Desk Web Application

User can replay from Helpdesk application

BI Dashboard Integration

Sharepoint

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

www.diginov.tech

Help Desk Application will support company to manage issues per project, user 

can create the ticket , follow up and close it. 

User can also exchange information with customer by mail just in using  this 

application.

Job Description:

Intern Responsibilities:
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Subject 3 : Speech-to-Text chatbot

The candidate is required to use previous researches and algorithms on how to 

translate speech to text and captivate emotion. 

The goal from the gathered information is to give a precise information for the chatbot

framework and provide a more accurate response.

The candidate is free to use any ready open source work for the Speech-to-Text. 

However, the chatbot framework is already defined by company.

Job Description:

#R&D , #Speech-to-Text, #chatbot, #integration, #critical analysis, #methodology  

Python,

signal analysis, 

API integration 

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

www.diginov.tech

Intern Responsibilities:

Develop a state of art of existing technologies

Integrate an open source library to validate previous research

Integrate the library finding under an existing chatbot framework

Develop a sample project
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Subject 4 : Farming control system

The candidates are required to design a platform to control some farming metrics like 

PH level in the water. 

The candidates will be supported by a matter specialist in order to validate their work 

and give them direction

Job Description:

#IoT, #Web Dev, #API integration, #Hardware customization 

Web Dev tool, Hardware knowledge (to be specified), 

critical analysis, methodology

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

2

Interns 

www.diginov.tech

The system will be divided into two parts

Administration panel for the control and decision making 

Hardware integration and measurement to feed the control panel

Intern Responsibilities:
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Create course catalogue that should contain 

users management: Course, Classroom 

management( student numbers, education 

level ,group), scheduling

Import the course Catalogue from external 

database ( Excel, csv..)

Subject 5 : School Learning System

(SLS)

MeteorJS / Angular/Laravel/Nodejs/ExpressJS

ReactJS/ViewJS

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

The platform should include:

▪Teacher profile management

▪ Planning Tools: create a planning tools per Teacher and Course

▪Library Management :

* Booking Book with student ID

* (Booking date- Return Date)

▪ Student profile Management :

* Assigned Course

* Booked Book

* Planning Course 

www.diginov.tech

School Learning System (SLS)  manage the daily activity of teacher, student.

It can  help student to be more productive and facilitate the access to information. 

It manage also course content and the scheduling for teacher,

Job Description:

Intern Responsibilities:
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AI will analyze people profile and sympathy to suggest the kind of help that fits their interest

The system will track the impact and provide the actual people support through BI framework 

The platform will be shared on Github as an open source so everyone can contribute on it

Subject 6 : Donation management platform

(Traki Dinarek) 

Transactions will be done through blockchain

Web Dev tool, API Rest , Web integration, Database, AI / 

BI basic knowledge, critical analysis, methodology

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

Community platform where organizations can submit their need so 

people who are interested in giving donations can provide their help 

and track their impact.

Job Description:

#AI, #BI, #Blockchain, #API, #Web
www.diginov.tech

Intern Responsibilities:



Mobile Application
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Subject 7 : VR Learning System

( Virtual Reality classroom) 

Course Management ( Content)

Classroom Management ( Environment)

Event & Session Management

Submit and confirm participation to course

Unity

C#

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

Virtual Leaning System , is a new innovative Mobile App to keep user concentrated 

on his training, by simulating a classroom with an interactive access to a training 

module,

User can access to the first LS Screen, book the training and start it on his own tempo.

Job Description:

Intern Responsibilities:
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Subject 8 : Bons Plans App

A web and mobile application which its purpose is the same as the Tunisian Facebook

group, where people can share their experience with different local services (restaurants, 

coffee shops, driving schools, doctors, etc.) by posting and commenting. Users can also 

announce their services such as house renting or selling anything.

Job Description:

Kotlin, Swift 4.2, Laravel, Google Map API, 

Push notifications, Firebase, 

SQLite, JavaScript (VueJS/Angular)

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

4
( iOS, Android,

Web developer , 
Designer)

Interns 

#Web, #Android, #iOS, #Web/Mobile Design, #Data analysis, #Bons Plans, #Social media 

Design Implementation

Getting familiar with different APIs

Creating database and analyzing data

Intern Responsibilities:



Network Management
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Identify Bandwidth Consumption per user

Define Bandwidth Capacity per user

Possibility to cut Bandwidth

Create solution to:

Subject 9 :  bandwidth Tools

Create dashboard to analyze Bandwidth Consumption per user and per period

Machine Management 

Open Source Tools

Technologies
4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

www.diginov.tech

Network monitoring software is designed to monitor and manage the network traffic 

flow over a network.

It is mainly used by network administrators and security staff to monitor the 

operations of a network. 

It automates most of the network monitoring processes and workflow.

Job Description:

Intern Responsibilities:



Odoo
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Subject 10 : Odoo- GED

(Document Management System) 

Create GED architecture on Odoo

GED Architecture is based on standard module ( Purchase- Sales- HR- Warehouse- Production- project)

When purchase order ( or other Reporting) is created it will be Saved on GED Odoo

Python

XML

Postgresql

Odoo 11

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

Document Management Systems (DMS), is the use of a computer system and software to 

store, manage and track electronic documents and electronic images of paper based 

information captured through the use of a document scanner. 

Candidate Needs to propose an innovative architecture to rebuild Odoo as DMS and 

store standard Odoo reporting.

Job Description:

Intern Responsibilities:
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Subject 11 : Odoo Industrial :

Out of Stock Forecast

Specify delivered product by supplier

Configure minimum quantity on stock

Create a consumption KPI’s for each product

Create an alert when product reach the minimum quantity

Forecast stock tools to detect out of stock and propose a date to create 

order according to supply delivery date (number of day)

Create a delivery date on Supplier 

Web

Python

Postgresql

Odoo 11 Odoo 10

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

Job Description: 

The Forecast Out of Stock module predicts when inventory items run out based on the 

calculation method configured for an item or item group and the past sales of those items

The of Stock Tools Help Company to forecast stock before reach the quantity limit

Intern Responsibilities:
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Subject 12 : Odoo Human Resources

Configuration of Working day Number

Notification of leave request

Create a reporting for extra hours

Gamification depending on number of Working Hours

Calculate extra hours depending on attendance module

Define day off module ( TN Day off)

Relation between gamification and accounting module

Notification of missing attendance entry

Web , Python

Postgresql Odoo 11 or Odoo 10.

Power BI or other Data visualization Module

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

This module extend to functionality of Human Resources module to improve his 

perfection that give more analysis aspect to attendance, extra hours, and create 

monthly reporting.

The new extended module create a gamification feature to remunerate employee, 

Job Description:

Intern Responsibilities:
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Subject 13 : BI project: ABC Stock Analysis

Create Fact Table of Stock

Create Analysis service to analyze ABC stock per period

Create a Monthly reporting service

Create Integration services Package

Talend or MSBI or propose BI Tools

SQL Server (SSIS-SSAS-SSRS)

PL-SQL

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration

1

Interns 

The ABC Analysis stock aim to dispatch product in stock in 3 category in order to 

analyze fast mover product and unused stock in quantity and value. 

This analysis need to be dynamics with Business intelligence Feature and data 

visualization tools,

Job Description:

Intern Responsibilities:



Graphic Design
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Cultivate a solid body of work

Take the design “brief” to record requirements and clients needs

Subject 14 : Graphic Designer

Think creatively and develop new design concepts, graphics and layouts

Adobe Illustrator,

Adobe Photoshop,

Adobe Indesign

Technologies

3 -4 months

Duration

1

Interns 

We are looking for a creative Graphic designer with up-to-date knowledge to interpret 

our clients needs and to design solutions with high visual impact. The main tasks will 

be the creation of Graphic Charts. You will also work on a variety of products, including 

product packaging, brochure, corporate identity etc. 

Job Description:

www.diginov.tech

Intern Responsibilities:
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Cultivate a solid body of work

Take the design “brief” to record requirements and clients needs

Subject 15 : UX|UI Designer

Prepare rough drafts and present your ideas

www.diginov.tech

Adobe  Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign , 

Adobe XD, Adobe after effects

Technologies

3 - 4 months

Duration

1 

Interns 

Your Main task will be the creation of story board of an E-sold application; an application that sends 

notifications to user about discounts, as well as creating the design for its website.

You will also be responsible of creating the wireframe and the design of a ‘Bon Plan App’ with its logo 

, website, promotion video...

Job Description:

Making Wireframes 

Follow the integration of projects and accompany the developers 

on understanding the specifications of design 

Development of graphic charts 

Professionalism regarding time, costs and deadlines 

Intern Responsibilities:



Robotics
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Integration of a ROS/MATLAB application

Integration of a Path Planning/Odometry algorithm

Subject 16 : Integration of a Localization/Navigation 

software platform for a mobile robot

Integration of Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) Algorithm.

www.diginov.tech

ROS 

MATLAB / Python / C  / Mobile Robotics

Technologies

4 - 6 months

Duration
Engineer in computer 
science with robotic 

background.

Interns 

This project consists on developing a ROS/MATLAB platform for real time path 

planning, localization and mapping of an omnidirectional mobile robot.

Job Description:

Integration of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping(SLAM) Algorithm,

Intern Responsibilities:
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State of art about existent mechanical solutions of robotic humanoid arm,

Design study of planetary and harmonic gear boxes,

Subject 17 : Mechanical design of a Humanoid Arm

Design study of synchronous belt transmission system,

www.diginov.tech

Solidworks / Design of Machine Elements / Power Train 

Planetary Gears / Mechanics Calculations

Technologies

4 - 6 months

DurationInterns 

This project consists on the mechanical design of a 5-DOF robotic arm used 

for humanoid-type robot. 

Job Description:

Torque and velocity computing

Parts Selection: reducers, bearings, seals, …

Engineer in 
mechanics/mechatronics 
with excellent mechanical 

design background.

Intern Responsibilities:



www.diginov.tech
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Address

Yasser Arafet sahloul avenue

Regaya Building 2nd  floor 

4054, Sousse Tunisia.

Contact

Telephone: (+216) 73820024

contact@stage.diginov.tech

Social Media

Facebook.com/diginnov

Linkedin.com/Diginov Tunisie

Contact Us



Welcome


